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Welcome to the Baby Dutch world. The world of funny, cute or 

tough baby booties. Baby Dutch creates already for over 10 

years quality booties for the smallest feet! The brand grows 

very well.; Our leather baby booties are available in different 

shops in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. Leather baby 

booties are a delight for little childrens feet and a joy to see 

for their mothers. Created in natural leather, they breath so 

the baby never gets cold feet. Baby Dutch offer booties in a  

large variety of colours or prints and always in 4 sizes. 

With our knowledge, we have created a wide and adorable  

assortment in baby booties. 

Baby Dutch brings trendy, but also classic styled booties. In 

our assortment, every mother will find the perfect pair for her 

child. We look forward to letting your client enjoy our booties. 

Indulge your baby in the wonderful world of Baby Dutch.
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Nature Collection

The new collection is inspired by nature. We love animal prints and organic beauty. The 
greatest inspiration of the new Baby Dutch collection is the rhythm of nature. Fascinated by 

the play of soft colors and impressive patterns like the super trendy prints.

Cognac - 1 BD 4

Leopard - 4 BD 4 Stripes - 2 BD 4

Olive green - 5 BD 4

Dots - 3 BD 4

€22,95

€26,95 €26,95

€22,95

€26,95
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Baby’s Basics

These classic plain shoes are the perfect smart shoe for little feet. The soft leather material 
and non-slip suede soles makes them comfortable to wear and allows babies taking their ;rst
steps to feel the ;oor beneath them.This shoe can dress up the out;t for a special occasion or
simply used for a day at the nursery. Because of the classic colours, they would be the perfect 
addition to most out;ts. They are a lovely soft shoe that has is suitable for both boys and girls.

Black - 53 BD 4 Pink - 8L BD 4 Stone green - 12 BD 

Blue - 68 BD 4

Anthraciet - 220 BD 4

Grey - 27 BD 4

€22,95 €22,95 €22,95

€22,95

€22,95

€22,95

White - 112 BD 4BD 
€22,95

Brown - 6 BD 4
€22,95

Creme- 92 BD 4

Bordeaux - 10 BD 4

€22,95

€22,95
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Nubuck Shoes

 These beautiful new baby shoes from Baby Dutch are from the latest collection. The beautiful 
baby slippers are made of beautiful nubuck leather. Nubuck is a type of leather in which the 
top of the hide is lightly sanded, creating a velvety look and feel. Due to the supple leather 
and the elastic band, the Grey green baby bootie has a nice fit. The nubuck slipper moves 
with the baby;s foot and for the little mobile baby it is a slipper that doesn;t come off due to 
kicking. The baby shoe provides grip during the first steps. The baby must-have for the whole 

year.

Ochre - 13 BD 4 Rust - 14 BD 4

Urban Taupe – 16 BD 4

€24,95 €24,95

€24,95
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Denims

The perfect booties for a beautiful day with lovers written all over. Chose the Hearts booties 
for the cutest little ones or lace up dress shoes for the special occasions.

Denim Dots - 17 BD 4Denim Cognac - 15 BD 4

€26,95€26,95

Laces Shoes

Cognac - 223 BD 4 Black - 221 BD 4

€29,95 €29,95

Glitter - 222 BD 4

€29,95
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Winterboots

Black suede high boots from baby Dutch. Perfect closure with Velcro to possibly tighten up. 
These shoes are fully lined inside with a Grey winter warm lining. The hard sole makes them 

perfect for outdoors. Super fun for both boys and girls;

High Beige - WB 01 BD 

Boot Blue- WB 04 BD 4

High Black - WB 02 BD 

Boot Grey- WB 05 BD 4 Boot Beige - WB 06 BD 4

High Grey - WB 03 BD 

€39,95

€34,95

€39,95

€34,95 €34,95

€39,95
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Winterhats

Your little one will look adorable in this hat and scarf set with pompoms. The pompom makes 
the hat extra fun and playful. The tube scarf is very useful for little ones. It also naturally 
ensures that your child is wrapped up nice and warm in the cold winter! The hat can go over 

the ears and will therefore keep head and both ears warm. Super nice winter accessory;

Winterhat Old Pink 
with scarf - WM004  

Winterhat Set 
Pink -  WM011               

Winterhat Rust 
with scarf -  WM005

Winterhat Set 
Beige -  WM012   

Winterhat Set 
Black - WM013

€24,95

€19,95

€24,95

€19,95 €19,95
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Winterhats

In our range you will find an extensive collection of high-quality winter hats in various colors. 
We have different types of models in various colors. So something fun for everyone; Sweet, 
cool, hip or neutral. All hats are made of high quality acrylic and are available in 1 size. They 
are suitable for children from 18 months to 3 years old. The hats with a bow come with a 

wonderfully warm scarf in the same color and fabric.

Beanie Pink                 
WM006

Beanie Green             
WM008

Beanie Blue  
WM007

Beanie Rust                
WM009

Beanie Bordeaux       
WM010    

€15,95

€15,95

€15,95

€15,95 €15,95
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Trendy bows for the little ones. The hair band is made of a real leather bow on a nylon strap. 
The hair bands are very comfortable to wear due to the soft, stretchy material. Because the 
nylon is very elastic and easily springs back', the hair band is suitable for both babies and 

toddlers.

Bows & Clips

Hairband Cognac          
01 HB 4

Bow Cognac                      
02 HB 4 

Hairband Black                 
06 HB 4 

Bow Black                          
03 HB 4 

Hairband Glitter               
05 HB 4  

Bow Glitter                        
04 HB 4

€5,95

€5,95

€5,95

€5,95

€5,95

€5,95
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Sunglasses

The Sustainable Kids Sunglasses are cool sunglasses from Baby Dutch. The glasses are made 
of recycled plastic and are suitable for kids between 18 months and 6 years. The sunglasses 
offer UV 400 protection and are available in various cozy colors. The width of the glasses is 
12.5 centimeters ;face ; frame; and the side ;leg ; side; is 14 centimeters. The glasses are CE 

certified. Beautiful sunglasses from Baby Dutch;

Sunglasses Stone Green               
ZB04BD01    

Sunglasses Ochre                           
ZB04BD04

Sunglasses Off white                     
ZB04BD07

Sunglasses Pink                               
ZB04BD02

Sunglasses Rust                               
ZB04BD05

Sunglasses Brown                          
ZB04BD08  

Sunglasses Taupe                           
ZB04BD03

Sunglasses Forest                           
ZB04BD06

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95

€16,95
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Sunhats

For the summer months we have wonderfully soft sun hats for the little ones. Made from the 
super soft Bamboo Cotton. The hats keep out the sun, UPF 50; and the fabric dries super fast; 

In 3 trendy colors, in 2 different sizes ;3-9 months and 9-18 months;

Sunhat Pink -  ZH001
Available in 44 and 48 cm  

Sunhat Blue - ZH002
Available in 44 and 48 cm  

Sunhat Grey - ZH003
Available in 44 and 48 cm  

€19,95 €19,95

€19,95
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Business to business
Our B2B-webshop is specially made for you to order  

whenever you need to order. You can immediatly see what 

is on stock and what is not or find our newest collection.

How to get an account to get your Baby Dutch products 

 Go to www.b2b-babydutch.nl and make your own Baby 

Dutch B2B-account. 

www.b2b-babydutch.nl
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